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Abstract: The promotion of new technologies, the generation of new demands, and the requirements of new national conditions have spawned the upsurge of new liberal arts. As a strategic technology leading a new round of scientific and technological revolution and industrial transformation, artificial intelligence has opened a new door for research in many fields of new liberal arts. This article discusses the relationship between the new liberal arts and modern information technology, the application of artificial intelligence technology in the research of new liberal arts, analyzes the combination of artificial intelligence and the new liberal arts field, and discusses the new liberal arts talent training model based on teamwork. Cross-integration is an important direction of the reform of the new liberal arts, which enables students of the subject to have modern science and technology literacy.

1. Introduction

The construction of the new liberal arts has attracted the attention of the education circle and all walks of life in the past few years. This question is important because it is related to the important question of what kind of talents should be cultivated in the humanities and social sciences, and how to train them. It is also directly related to the question of how the humanities and social sciences adapt to social development and transform themselves.

Natural science focuses on solving the problem of "what", while human science focuses on solving the problem of "what should be"[1]. During the development of disciplines, it is constantly differentiated, professionalized, and continuously crossed and reintegrated. The current humanities and natural sciences are disconnected from each other due to the differentiation, but if humanities research lacks the scientific spirit of natural sciences, its conclusions and values also lack a solid foundation. The development of humanities in modern society increasingly needs the support of natural sciences. The cross integration of humanities and natural sciences is to gradually break the existing boundaries between disciplines, transform and upgrade traditional disciplines through cross integration, and realize method innovation and theoretical innovation.

Hiram College of the United States first proposed the "New Liberal Arts" in 2017. They reorganized traditional liberal arts and crossed the arts and sciences, that is, integrating new technologies into philosophy, literature, language, and other courses to provide students with comprehensive interdisciplinary learning. They hope to realize the purpose of knowledge expansion and innovative thinking cultivation through this reform [2]. The guidance of the Ministry of Education pointed out that the new liberal arts should form interdisciplinary subjects around the applied subjects represented by information science, and promote the intersection of philosophy and social sciences, natural sciences, and engineering technology.

Today's massive amounts of information and data affect human life all the time. In the context of dataization, the original research methods in the humanities and social sciences can no longer meet the needs. Big data analysis, processing, and mining technologies provide new processing methods
for them, which can be used to solve problems that were difficult to solve by traditional research methods before, and provide effective means for in-depth exploration in these fields. Some scholars believe that in the future, liberal arts students should be able to master new analysis tools and be able to master a programming language as proficiently as a foreign language. The development of big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence and other technologies has made the theory and practice of digital humanities a boom.

2. Support for the New Liberal Arts by AI

Artificial intelligence technology has played important functions in the fields of science and technology, daily politics, economy, and society, and has had a long and profound impact on our lives. In recent years, with the development of artificial intelligence technology, speech recognition, face recognition and image analysis and processing have all made great progress. Artificial intelligence technology has also begun to directly serve scientific research. However, all kinds of traditional academic information resources are basically presented in digital form. Traditional academic search engines are slow to update and the search results are low in relevance. It is also difficult for researchers to obtain the literature information accurately and timely they need.

Intelligent academic search provides researchers with a convenient way to search for academic literature in many disciplines and data sources. With the continuous introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) technology, the functions of academic search products have become stronger and smarter. At the same time, academic search products incorporating AI technology have also become a major development trend. The intelligent academic search engine can not only realize intelligent information acquisition, personalized search and push based on user preferences, but also can deeply understand the basic content of document information, capture information that meets their needs for users, and greatly improve the efficiency and quality of information retrieval. It can realize personalized service. The rise and application of artificial intelligence technology provides new methods and directions for humanities and social science research.

The core technology of academic search in the future will be based on knowledge fusion, with knowledge processing technology and intelligent mining algorithm as the technology-driven dual engine, to develop more scientific and technological innovation and intelligent applications. Academic search products can be divided into two categories: open data and services, such as Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic, and Semantic Scholar; and specialized databases and services, such as Web of Science, Scopus, and CNKI.

The main artificial intelligence technologies currently used by academic search engines include the following [3]:

1) Information extraction introduces technologies such as machine learning, deep learning, and artificial neural networks.
2) User interaction introduces technologies such as natural language processing NLP and semantic analysis.
3) Author identification technology, naming disambiguation technology.
4) NLP, artificial neural network, knowledge base management and other technologies are introduced into information integration.
5) Information retrieval introduces technologies such as the construction of knowledge graph models and computer vision retrieval models.
6) Collaborative filtering algorithms, knowledge management, data mining, intelligent recommendation, machine learning, deep learning and other technologies are introduced in the literature or author recommendation.
7) Sorting and paper influence evaluation introduces sorting learning, deep learning, natural language processing, machine learning and other technologies.

3. Combination of AI and New Liberal Arts

The intervention of digital technology and methods has pushed the humanities to a new level of
cross-integration. Scholars from data science, network science, cognitive science, statistical science, and engineering science will join hands with humanities and social sciences to solve important issues we care about. The intersection of different disciplines is bound to provide new solution of many humanities and social sciences. At the same time, the further development of artificial intelligence is not just a matter of science and technology, it involves ethics, law, and the future of human society. When artificial intelligence technology is increasingly changing the existing order and rules of human society, humanities and social scientists are needed to participate in research and pre-judgment, and to study the positive or negative influence that artificial intelligence technology may bring to the future of human society [4].

Artificial intelligence is currently widely used in the financial field. Thanks to the large-capacity and accurate historical data and quantifiable characteristics of the financial field, it is very suitable for combining with artificial intelligence technology. At the same time, because we currently have strong computing power and convenient and easy-to-use machine learning tools such as TensorFlow, the core technology in the field of artificial intelligence, namely machine learning, is very convenient in the application of financial technology, from approving loans to managing assets, and then to risk assessment. The role of machine learning in the financial ecosystem is becoming more and more indispensable. For example, robot-advisor is a machine learning algorithm that can automatically adjust the financial investment portfolio according to the customer's income goals and risk tolerance.

Legal artificial intelligence refers to the application of artificial intelligence technology in law, and its goal is to fully improve the effectiveness of the rule of law. The existing legal artificial intelligence system can partially realize automatic legal reasoning, which greatly improves the effectiveness of work and the fairness of procedures. The key to legal artificial intelligence lies in the realization of automatic legal reasoning. There are three possible legal reasoning modeling schemes: one is the rule reasoning scheme, which uses deductive reasoning to encode legal norms into a legal interpretation database and a case fact database to achieve automatic legal deductive reasoning; The second is the case-based reasoning scheme, which uses analogy reasoning to encode cases into a legal interpretation database and a case fact database to realize automatic legal analogy reasoning; The third is the data reasoning scheme, which uses inductive reasoning to encode valuable legal information into a legal interpretation database and a case fact database to realize automatic legal big data reasoning. Legal robots are a type of customer-oriented legal artificial intelligence applications that are used to automate specific legal tasks, such as document automation and computer-aided legal retrieval. From intelligent search robots, form program robots to legal consulting robots, the user interface of legal robots are variety [5].

The cultivation of artificial intelligence talents should be a combination of humanities and social sciences and artificial intelligence-related professional and technical talents. In the future, the cultivation of humanities talents in artificial intelligence is to cultivate many innovative professionals who are based on artificial intelligence knowledge and skills and possess liberal arts thinking and literacy. They are liberal arts professionals who are good at learning, willing to cooperate, have the courage to explore, and actively practice. Universities need to build an "artificial intelligence +" liberal arts talent training system. At the same time, it is also necessary to train a part of scientific research talents with the social, economic, political, and cultural influence of artificial intelligence as the research direction.

The development of new liberal arts should promote the deep integration of big data, artificial intelligence and other information technologies with humanities and social science research. In undergraduate education, we should also pay attention to the deep integration of modern information technology and teaching, explore networked, digital, intelligent, and personalized education, promote the formation of a new form of “Internet + higher education”, and use modern information technology to promote the quality of higher education. Information technologies such as artificial intelligence, big data, and the Internet have greatly changed the methods of learning and education, and have provided efficient and convenient tools for the construction of new liberal arts.
4. Teamwork Training

The new liberal arts pose an unprecedented challenge to teachers’ competence and encourages us to continuously update our knowledge structure and improve our teaching ability. One of the ways to meet the challenge of training new liberal arts talents in the context of artificial intelligence is to establish a team of mentors. The mentor team is a team of mentors composed of a few mentors with different academic backgrounds and expertise in order to cultivate innovative talents. The mentor team is usually used for postgraduate training, but under the current situation, with the continuous advancement of interdisciplinary integration, undergraduate training can also introduce the mentor team model.

The mentor team is a team with complementary knowledge and collaboration. Each mentor has his own research direction and research perspective. Teams of tutors from different disciplines can gather professional knowledge of different disciplines, and the scope of penetration between disciplines is expanded. After studying with different tutors, graduate students can learn different research methods and content in related disciplines, and broaden their knowledge. The collision of multidisciplinary ideas has mobilized the interest and enthusiasm of students, and the field of knowledge is constantly expanding, making up for their own shortcomings, and improving the shortcomings of the narrow knowledge and fixed thinking of the single tutorial system. The process of knowledge fusion is conducive to cultivating students' independent thinking ability, judgment ability and innovation ability. The postgraduate training model based on the guidance of the mentor team is also helpful to the development of team mentors, especially the development of team young mentors. Young mentors can quickly improve their own guidance level by learning from senior mentors who have rich experience in graduate training in the team. Shanghai International Studies University has formed a team of experts in the fields of corpus translation, corpus linguistics, computational linguistics, computer science, language intelligence, etc., and built a multilingual corpus for national and regional studies, a corpus retrieval and application platform, as well as infrastructure such as language intelligence laboratory and digital humanities laboratory. They promote high-end talents in the development and application of language data by promoting industry-university-research cooperation in corpus construction and application.

There are multiple models for forming a mentor team, which can be the joint training of different professional mentors within the same school, the joint training of mentors from different schools, or the joint training of school-enterprise cooperation. The interdisciplinary graduate education program of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology adopts the joint training model of mentors and committees. The mentors come from different departments and develop training plans and research directions according to the interests of graduate students. The mentor team must have a clear goal, which is to cultivate high-level innovative talents. By optimizing the combination of mentor resources, the mentors of the entire team are closely linked. Therefore, the team should clarify the training goals of graduate students, respect the commonality and uniqueness of each teacher and graduate student, and form a complete set of interdisciplinary graduate training models.

The mentor team was established for a common goal, which is to cultivate high-quality graduate students. However, if there is no scientific and effective evaluation system, there will be various interest competitions among members, which will reduce the cohesion of the team. To this end, a corresponding team management mechanism must be formed, and a scientific and complete evaluation index system for the mentor team must be established.

5. Conclusions

Cross-integration is an important reform direction of the new liberal arts. Humanistic-oriented artificial intelligence research and talent training means that the field of artificial intelligence research needs to integrate comprehensive research fields of liberal arts such as psychology, sociology, and ethics. Social issues are naturally a problem of fusion of disciplines. To cultivate humanities talents for the future, cross-integration is particularly critical. The cross integration of
humanities and society, liberal arts and sciences, and liberal arts and technical sciences will give birth to a series of new industries to meet the needs of new talents.
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